Introduction {#Sec1}
============

For the correct functioning of systems built from reactive components which collaborate by message exchange, it is important to exclude communication failures during execution, like message loss or indefinite waiting for input. This requires a thorough understanding of their synchronisation policies \[[@CR5], [@CR8], [@CR11], [@CR17], [@CR18]\] to establish compatibility of communicating components \[[@CR1], [@CR3], [@CR4], [@CR9], [@CR10], [@CR12], [@CR15]\]. Compatibility in multi-component systems was studied in \[[@CR12]\] for services and in \[[@CR10]\] for team automata, in both cases with the assumption that systems are full synchronous products of their components. Thus global states are Cartesian products of local states and all system transitions that represent the execution of an action leading from one global state to a next global state, involve all and only those component automata that have that action. A main reason to focus first on this kind of systems is that synchronous product automata are known for their appealing compositionality and modularity properties \[[@CR6], [@CR7], [@CR14], [@CR16], [@CR18]\] and are thus easier to analyse.

Team automata, introduced in \[[@CR2], [@CR5], [@CR13]\], represent a useful model to specify different forms of intended behaviour of reactive systems and they were shown to form a suitable formal framework for lifting the concept of compatibility to a multi-component setting. Explorations on generalising compatibility notions from full synchronous products to arbitrary synchronisation policies in the framework of team automata can be found in \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\].

In \[[@CR3]\], synchronisation types are used to classify synchronisation policies that can be realised in team automata. A synchronisation type is a pair $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\textit{snd},\textit{rcv})$$\end{document}$ that specifies the ranges for the number of senders and the number of receivers taking part in the transitions (communications) of the team automaton. A synchronisation type thus defines the transitions of the team automaton (its synchronisation policy). On the other hand, if at a given global state an appropriate number of components are ready to send (receive) an action, there is the requirement of synchronisation with a suitable number of other components that will receive (send, respectively) that action. Thus for output actions, requirements for reception at a given global state can be formulated. Conversely, locally enabled input actions give rise to responsiveness requirements. In \[[@CR3]\], we have introduced a formal notation for expressing communication requirements and we have shown how such requirements can automatically be generated from a given synchronisation type. A team automaton is said to be compliant with a given set of communication requirements if in each reachable state of the team the requirements are met (the communication is safe).

**Contribution.** In this paper, we discuss, by means of an informal example, situations that can be seen as an impediment to this approach, in the sense that the application of the communication requirements appears to be too restrictive. As a solution, we propose the following three extensions to the idea of safe communication.

**Compliance:** the notion of compliance is made less restrictive by allowing *intermediate transitions by other components* before a particular communication requirement is fulfilled.**Actions:** we propose an individual assignment of synchronisation types to communication actions to fine tune the number of participating sending and receiving components *per action*.**States:** it may be the case that (local) enabledness of an action indicates only readiness for communication and not so much that communication is required; to make this distinction between possible and required communication explicit, we propose to add *final states* to components.**Outline.** The paper starts with a brief summary of the principal notions of team automata, followed by a discussion of communication safety and compliance that is illustrated by an example from \[[@CR3]\]. We point out some issues not covered by the original definition of communication requirements, based on which we formulate extensions to make compliance a more liberal concept still following our intuition.

Team Automata {#Sec2}
=============

In the team automata framework, a *system* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal S}= \{\,{\mathcal A}_i\mid i\in \{1,\ldots ,n\}\}$$\end{document}$ consists of a (finite) set of reactive components modelled by component automata $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal A}_i$$\end{document}$. Each component automaton has its own set of---local---states (with distinguished initial states), an alphabet of actions that are either input or output (not both)[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} to that component, and a labelled transition relation. The alphabet of actions of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal A}_i$$\end{document}$. An action is called *communicating* (in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal S}$$\end{document}$) if it occurs in some automata of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal S}$$\end{document}$ as an output action and in some (other) automata of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal S}$$\end{document}$ as an input action. The state space of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal S}$$\end{document}$ is the Cartesian product of the state spaces of all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal A}_i$$\end{document}$, i.e. global states are tuples $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{q} = (q_1,\ldots ,q_n)$$\end{document}$ with local states $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q_i$$\end{document}$. The initial states of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal S}$$\end{document}$ are those global states that have only initial states as their local states. The possible transitions from one global state to another are described by labelled *system transitions*. The label of a system transition from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{p}$$\end{document}$ is an action *a* from the alphabet of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal S}$$\end{document}$ such that, for all *i*, whenever $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q_i \ne p_i$$\end{document}$, component $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal A}_i$$\end{document}$ has an *a*-labelled transition from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_i$$\end{document}$. Thus any number of components in which *a* is *locally enabled* at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q_i$$\end{document}$ can participate simultaneously in a system transition from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{q}$$\end{document}$. An *a*-labelled transition in which both a component of which *a* is an output action (a *sender*) and one which has *a* as an input action (a *receiver*) participate, is a *communication* (via *a*).

One of the strengths of the team automata approach is that no a priori restrictions are imposed on system transitions. In general, it depends on the application which transitions from the set of all possible system transitions are relevant. Formally, a *synchronisation policy* is a subset $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta $$\end{document}$ determines a *team automaton* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal S}$$\end{document}$ which has as its state space the set of all global states of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta $$\end{document}$ from the initial states of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal S}$$\end{document}$.

In \[[@CR3]\], *synchronisation types* are proposed to specify synchronisation policies for team automata. A synchronisation type $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\textit{snd},\textit{rcv})$$\end{document}$ determines ranges for the number of senders and the number of receivers that may take part in communications. For instance, if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{snd}= [k,l]$$\end{document}$ (with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$0 \le k \le l$$\end{document}$) and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$0 \le m \le n$$\end{document}$) then at least *k* and at most *l* senders and at least *m* and at most *n* receivers are allowed. The synchronisation policy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\textit{snd},\textit{rcv})$$\end{document}$, consists of all system transitions that satisfy this constraint. While *k*, *m* are always natural numbers, the delimiters *l*, *n* can also be given as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$*$$\end{document}$ which indicates that no upper limit is imposed. Important synchronisation types are, eg., (\[1, 1\], \[1, 1\]) which expresses binary communication, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$([1,1],[1,*])$$\end{document}$ for multicast communication in which exactly one component outputs a communicating action while arbitrarily many (but at least one) components input that action.[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"}

On Safe Communication {#Sec3}
=====================

The idea underlying a communication-safe team automaton is that, in every (reachable) global state, whenever a communicating action is enabled (according to the prevailing synchronisation policy) at some of the local states of its components, these components can execute this action from these local states as a communication of the team.

As an example, let us consider a team automaton $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$([1,1],[1,*])$$\end{document}$. Then, to guarantee that at a global state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{q} = (q_1 , \ldots , q_n)$$\end{document}$, output action *a* of component $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q_i$$\end{document}$, can be received by at least one other component, one would impose a *receptiveness requirement*, written as rcp$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal T}$$\end{document}$ is compliant with (satisfies) this requirement, it is guaranteed that *a* can be executed by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q_i$$\end{document}$, also subject to the receptiveness requirement, the two requirements would be combined through a conjunction, denoted by rcp$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$((i,a)\wedge (i,b))@\overline{q}$$\end{document}$. The reason for this is that components control their output actions and execution of either of them should lead to a reception.

For input actions one could require responsiveness with the intuition that enabled inputs should be served by appropriate outputs. Unlike output actions, however, input actions are controlled by the environment. Guaranteeing that for a choice of enabled inputs, one of them is provided by an output of the environment suffices for the progress of a component waiting for a signal from its environment. Hence, if component $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(j,b)@\overline{q}$$\end{document}$, respectively, would be combined with a disjunction as rsp$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$((j,a) \vee (j,b))@\overline{q}$$\end{document}$.
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal S}$$\end{document}$ is called *communication-safe* if it is compliant with all communication requirements (at all states of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal T}$$\end{document}$) derived from its synchronisation type. We refer to \[[@CR3]\] for the formal definition of compliance and the general procedure for deriving communication requirements.

**Motivating Example**

Consider a distributed chat system where buddies can interact once registered. There are three types of components: clients, servers, and arbiters; see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, where input actions are annotated by ? and output actions by !. Initial states are marked with an incoming arrowhead. A server controls new entries into the chat as well as exits from the chat (actions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{fwdmsg}$$\end{document}$).Fig. 1.\[from left to right\] Component automata for clients, servers, arbiters
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal S}$$\end{document}$ considered here consists of two clients, one server, and one arbiter. The team automaton $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(q_1,q_2,q_3,q_4)$$\end{document}$ in which the first and second entries are client states, the third entry is a server state, and the fourth state is an arbiter state.

An example of a receptiveness requirement, for all (reachable) states of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal T}_{\textit{chat}}$$\end{document}$ with the server being in state 5, would be the following:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \texttt {rcp}(\mathcal S\textit{erver}, \textit{fwdmsg})@(q_1, q_2, 5, q_4) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal T}_{\textit{chat}}$$\end{document}$ is compliant with this requirement since one of the clients locally enables $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{fwdmsg}$$\end{document}$. This is because, whenever the server is in state 5, at least one of the clients is in its state 2 (and the arbiter must be in state 0).

An example of a responsiveness requirement would be the following:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \texttt {rsp}((\mathcal S\textit{erver},\textit{join}) \vee (\mathcal S\textit{erver},\textit{leave}) \vee (\mathcal S\textit{erver},\textit{msg}))@(q_1, q_2, 0, q_4) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal T}_{\textit{chat}}$$\end{document}$ is compliant with this requirement too, since whenever the server is in state 0 then each of the clients is in state 0 or in state 2. Hence there is always a client in a state that enables one of the required outputs for communication with the server ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{join}$$\end{document}$ in state 0 and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{msg}$$\end{document}$ or $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{leave}$$\end{document}$ in state 2).

**Extending Communication Safety**

Using this example to illustrate our motivations, we will now introduce three useful extensions of the concept of communication-safety discussed so far.

**Compliance: Intermediate Communications.** First consider state (2, 0, 5, 0) of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal T}_{\textit{chat}}$$\end{document}$, where the second client locally enables the execution of its output action $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{join}$$\end{document}$. According to the synchronisation type that defines $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal T}_{\textit{chat}}$$\end{document}$, the output action $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{join}$$\end{document}$ can be executed from local state 0 with the receptiveness requirement at this state being as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \texttt {rcp}(\mathcal C\textit{lient}_{2}, \textit{join})@(2,0,5,0) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal T}_{\textit{chat}}$$\end{document}$ is not compliant with this requirement. Output action $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{join}$$\end{document}$ of the second client has to be received as input by at least one of the other components. The only component with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{join}$$\end{document}$ as an input action is the server, but $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{join}$$\end{document}$ is not enabled at its local state 5. The server can however transit from state 5 to state 0 (by a communication with the first client) after which it is ready to execute $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{join}$$\end{document}$ in a communication with the second client. Hence, we propose a generalisation of the compliance notion along the following lines:"*Given a receptiveness requirement for a component* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal A}_i$$\end{document}$ *and the actions* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a_1, \ldots , a_k$$\end{document}$ *at a reachable state*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{q} = (q_1, \ldots , q_n)$$\end{document}$*, there should be a state*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{p}$$\end{document}$ *reachable from*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{q}$$\end{document}$ *by a sequence of zero or more team transitions in which*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal A}_i$$\end{document}$ *does not participate, and then, from*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{p}$$\end{document}$*, each of the actions*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a_1, \ldots , a_k$$\end{document}$ *can be executed by*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal A}_i$$\end{document}$ *in a team transition.*"A similar loosening of responsiveness requirements can be formulated (now requiring that at least one of the actions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a_1, \ldots , a_n$$\end{document}$ can be executed by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal A}_i$$\end{document}$ in a team transition from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{p}$$\end{document}$).

**Actions: Individual Synchronisation Types.** Next, consider again the state (2, 0, 5, 0) of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal T}_{\textit{chat}}$$\end{document}$, but now with the following receptiveness requirement:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \texttt {rcp}((\mathcal C\textit{lient}_{1}, \textit{leave}) \wedge (\mathcal C\textit{lient}_{1}, \textit{msg}))@(2,0,5,0) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$This requirement expresses that the first client in state 2 can (internally) decide to execute either its output action $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{leave}$$\end{document}$ or its output action $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{msg}$$\end{document}$, and for each, there should be at least one other component be ready (possibly after some team transitions not involving the first client, as discussed above) to execute this action as an input action. The server, that is in state 5, has only its output action $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{fwdmsg}$$\end{document}$ locally enabled. Hence, by the synchronisation type $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$([1,1], [1,*])$$\end{document}$ of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal T}_{\textit{chat}}$$\end{document}$, this requires a communication with a client. That client has to be the second client, which however currently is in state 0 with only output action $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{join}$$\end{document}$ locally enabled. Consequently, the team automaton does not satisfy the receptiveness requirement of the first client at (2, 0, 5, 0).
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                \begin{document}$$([1,1], [0,*])$$\end{document}$ as a synchronisation type for the chat system, then the server would be allowed to move to state 0 by executing its output action $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{fwdmsg}$$\end{document}$ on its own (rather than in a communication) after which the server would be ready to accept inputs as required. Thus it would be allowed that not every occurrence of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{fwdmsg}$$\end{document}$ will be received. However, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$([1,1], [0,*])$$\end{document}$ is not an acceptable synchronisation type for other actions (like $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{join}, \textit{leave}$$\end{document}$, etc). Indeed, a client performing a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{join}$$\end{document}$ action without acceptance by the server should not be permitted. Therefore, we propose to no longer require a uniform synchronisation type for all actions of the system, but rather to assign synchronisation types individually for each single action. In our example, this leads to the following action synchronisation types:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\texttt {stype}(\textit{join}) = \ldots = \texttt {stype}(\textit{reject}) = ([1,1], [1,1])\\&\texttt {stype}(\textit{fwdmsg}) = ([1,1], [0,*]) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$With this assignment we would also solve another issue with a chatting system which was also mentioned in \[[@CR3]\]: Assume that, in order to increase robustness, we were to extend the system and let it consist of two servers and, as before, two clients and the arbiter. In case we would use the synchronisation type $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$([1,1], [0,*])$$\end{document}$ (or $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$([1,1], [1,*])$$\end{document}$) for the whole system, a client may send a message to two servers, who both forward the message (upon approval from the arbiter). The assignment of synchronisation types per action would solve the problem of duplicate message forwarding, because we can now assign to the action $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{msg}$$\end{document}$ the synchronisation type (\[1, 1\], \[1, 1\]).

Hence, as exemplified above, the idea is to introduce the syntactic concept of a *synchronisation type specification*. Such a specification is a mapping stype, which assigns to each communicating action *a* of the system a synchronisation type $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\texttt {stype}(a) = (\textit{snd},\textit{rcv})$$\end{document}$ that determines ranges for the number of senders and receivers that may take part in a synchronisation (communication) on the action *a*. Each synchronisation type specification stype over a system $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal S}$$\end{document}$ generates a unique team automaton $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal T}(\texttt {stype})$$\end{document}$ over $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal S}$$\end{document}$ with a synchronisation policy that comprises all system transitions that---if labelled by a communicating action *a*---satisfy the synchronisation type $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\texttt {stype}(a)$$\end{document}$. It remains to establish what this allows us to say about the communication safety of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal T}(\texttt {stype})$$\end{document}$. Communication safety concerns receptiveness and responsiveness. Therefore, the systematic derivation of receptiveness and responsiveness requirements for a team automaton from a given uniform synchronisation type as developed in \[[@CR3]\] has to be generalised by deriving receptiveness and responsiveness requirements individually per action.

**States: Final States.** Finally, assume that the behaviour of a client terminates after leaving the chat. In that case, input action *confirmL* would lead from state 3 to a new state 4. When all clients have terminated, the following responsiveness requirement of the server (in its state 0) could not be satisfied anymore:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \texttt {rsp}((\mathcal S\textit{erver},\textit{join}) \vee (\mathcal S\textit{erver},\textit{leave}) \vee (\mathcal S\textit{erver},\textit{msg}))@(4, 4, 0, 0) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$This is, however, not a problem if the input actions *join*, *leave*, and *msg* are seen as no more than services offered by the server: whether or not these services are called is irrelevant, clients are free to use or not to use a service. On the other hand, in its local state 4 the server definitely wants to get a response, *reject* or *grant*, from the arbiter. Hence, we need formal means to discriminate the quality of the two server states 0 and 4. Our idea is to declare some states of a component automaton as final states. Similarly to automata theory, where final states are accepting states which, nevertheless, may have outgoing transitions, in our framework a final state would be a state where execution can stop but may also continue.

In the example, state 0 of the server would be declared as final with the consequence that the server is no longer required to continue, i.e. there is no responsiveness requirement that one of its inputs *join*, *leave*, or *msg* must be served. (Still, the server offers these actions as input and thus can satisfy reception requirements from clients.) On the other hand, state 4 of the server should not be final because the server intends to proceed from this state. It is expecting a response from the arbiter which can be formalised, e.g., by the following responsiveness requirement:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \texttt {rsp}((\mathcal S\textit{erver},\textit{reject}) \vee (\mathcal S\textit{erver},\textit{grant}))@(2, 0, 4, 1) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$This requirement is indeed fulfilled.

Of course, also the symmetric case has to be considered, i.e. what does the combination of final and non-final states with outputs mean. As an example, consider state 1 of the arbiter with the two outgoing transitions for the output of *grant* and *reject*, respectively. If this state were a final state, then this would mean that the arbiter may internally decide to stop here. Then the above responsiveness requirement of the server would not be satisfied anymore. Therefore, this state should definitely be a non-final state. Now consider state 0 of a client. If this were a final state, then a client might decide to never join a chat. This is not a problem if the server is not expecting any client to join, i.e. if the server's state 0 is declared to be final as discussed above.

**Outlook.** In summary, the addition of final states to component automata has significant consequences for the derivation of communication requirements and for our compliance notions, which must be adjusted accordingly. This is an important next step of our work. Another issue concerns the modelling of open systems and the composition of open team automata. We are specifically interested in investigating conditions under which communication safety of team automata is preserved by composition. This should eventually lead to a methodology for the modelling and analysis of large distributed systems with a significant communication behaviour.

For simplicity of presentation, we do not consider internal actions here.

In \[[@CR3]\], we have also introduced notations for (strong and weak) broadcast communication and for full synchronisation, amongst others, which are not used here.
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